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Collection Includes Special Edition
2015 Vintage

VINT Normalized Historical Index

Share Price $100 Maturity Date 2025 - 2028

Total Shares 980 Total Bottles 114

Market Cap $98,000 Ticker Symbol VV-MARG1
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Key Stats

KEY POINT #2

Top Scores from Robert Parker’s
Wine Advocate

The 2015 bottling of Château Margaux features a
special edition black label. This limited edition label
marked the 200th anniversary of the construction
of the iconic château and was dedicated to Paul
Pontallier, a fixture at Margaux who passed in
2015. The limited edition bottling has been the
most sought-after vintage of the past 20 years and
currently commands a 77.74% premium over the
average price of vintages included in this collection.

This collection features a curated selection of the
top vintages of Château Margaux from the past
20 years. Reflecting the quality of the vintages, all
of the wines featured in this collection scored 98-
points or better by Robert Parker’s Wine
Advocate, including two 100-point wines. 

As one of the five Bordeaux First Growth
châteaux, Château Margaux has been among
the most respected producers for centuries. In
2021 the château ranked on the Liv-ex Brand
Power 100 and is in the top-5 most searched for
Bordeaux on Wine Searcher which
demonstrating consistent demand both on the
secondary market and with consumers. 

Historic Bordeaux Producer &
Global Brand Power

KEY POINT #1

Investment Highlights

*1-Year Return from 03/2022 - 02/2023 - Source: Vint Est. Fair Market

Hist. Return -2.29% Theme Vertical

Bottles of the 2015 Margaux vintage featured limited edition black labels
marking the 200th anniversary of the construction of the iconic classically-
inspired château that adorns each bottle of Margaux. Additionally, the vintage
was dedicated to the long-time managing director of Margaux, Paul Pontallier,
who passed away in 2015. These unique attributes and the fact that Robert
Parker's Wine Advocate awarded the 2015 vintage 99-points have made this
wine one of the most sought-after Châteaux Margaux in history. Due to the
intense market demand, the 2015 commands an average price 77.74% higher
than the average bottle price of the wines featured in this collection.

With a track record of demand dating back to 1855 and even before, the First
Growth wines of Bordeaux have developed global appeal making them one of
a handful of assets that have maintained their prominence across centuries. As
demonstrated in the nine vintages featured in this collection, Château Margaux
has continued its tradition of quality and continues to reinforce its position as
one of the most sought-after wines in the world.

*1-Year Return from 02/2022 - 01/2023 - Source: Vint Est. Fair Market

The wines of Château Margaux have been among the most sought-after wines
in the world for centuries. Notable Margaux devotees include Thomas Jefferson,
who wrote of the 1784 vintage, "there couldn't be a better Bordeaux bottle."
This consistent quality of the wines continued into the 1800s when Margaux
was counted as one of the original four First Growth châteaux identified in the
1855 classification of Bordeaux Left Bank Producers. Today Margaux maintains
its position at the top echelon of the investible wine market, ranked #10 on the
Liv-ex Brand Power 100. 

This collection features nine top vintages produced by the Château over the
past 20 years. Dating back to the iconic 2000 vintage, the wines in this
collection were hand selected based on scores, relative value, and
liquidity/demand criteria. The wines featured in this collection scored 98-points
or better by Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, with the 2018 and 2019 vintages
achieving the coveted 100-point score. Vint also identified that five of the
vintages featured in this collection are currently trading below market value
according to Liv-ex based on their current prices and the performance of similar
scoring vintages. Additional value is also achieved by the fact that the collection
is a vertical, meaning that multiple vintages from a single producer are compiled
as a set. Verticals can attract collectors willing to pay a premium to acquire
multiple vintages in a single parcel rather than having to source each vintage
separately.

Further adding value for future buyers is that the provenance of this collection's
wines is impeccable. Seven of the nine vintages in this collection were sourced
directly from a single negociant in Bordeaux. Meaning that, before Vint's
acquisition, the negociant-stored wines had only moved once from the château
to the negociant's warehouse less than 20 miles away. All wines featured in this
collection have been stored "in bond" in professional storage facilities and are in
pristine condition. 

Among the super-star vintages featured in this collection, the 2015 vintage
stands out as unique.

Château Margaux Vertical Collection
Collection Live: 3/1/2023
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Important Disclaimers

The information contained on the Vint.co web site has been prepared by Vint without reference to any particular user’s investment requirements or financial situation. Potential investors are encouraged to consult with professional
tax, legal, and financial advisors before making any investment into a Vint offering.
 
All investments involve risk, including the risk of the loss of all of your invested capital. Please consider carefully the investment objectives, risks, transaction costs, and other expenses related to an investment prior to deciding to
invest. Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure profit or guarantee against loss. Investment decisions should be based on an individual’s own goals, time horizon, and tolerance for risk.
 
You should speak with your financial advisor, accountant, and/or attorney when evaluating a Vint collection. Vint does not make recommendations or provide investment advice.
 
YOU MUST CAREFULLY REVIEW THE RELEVANT VINT OFFERING CIRCULAR AND OFFERING STATEMENT BEFORE DECIDING TO INVEST.
 
Vint and its subsidiary VV Markets, LLC are conducting public offerings pursuant to Regulation A under the securities act of 1933, as amended, through the platform. The offering circular for the collections can be found on the SEC
website. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments such as those on the Vint platform are speculative and involve substantial risks to consider before investing, outlined in the respective offering materials and
including, but not limited to, illiquidity, lack of diversification and complete loss of capital.
 
Key risks include, but are not limited to, limited operating history, lack of a secondary market, wine and spirits market risk and the manager’s ability to execute. An investment in an offering constitutes only an investment in a
particular series and not in Vint or VV Markets. Investors should carefully review the risks located in the respective offering materials for a more comprehensive discussion of risk.

The vint.co website and other communication may contain certain forward-looking statements that are subject to various risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements are generally identifiable by use of forward-looking
terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “potential,” “intend,” “expect,” “outlook,” “seek,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “approximately,” “believe,” “could,” “project,” “predict,” or other similar words or expressions. Forward-looking
statements are based on certain assumptions, discuss future expectations, describe future plans and strategies, or state other forward-looking information. Our ability to predict future events, actions, plans or strategies is
inherently uncertain and actual outcomes could differ materially from those set forth or anticipated in our forward-looking statements. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any of these forward-looking statements.

Collection Live: 3/1/2023
Château Margaux Vertical Collection

Château Margaux 2020  12 / 750 ml 9.29% Merchant

Château Margaux 2018  12 / 750 ml 8.97% Merchant

Château Margaux 2019  12 / 750 ml 9.98% Negociant

Château Margaux 2017  12 / 750 ml 6.35% Negociant

Château Margaux 2016  12 / 750 ml 9.07% Negociant

Château Margaux 2010  12 / 750 ml 11.34% Negociant

Château Margaux 2005  12 / 750 ml 10.59% Negociant

Château Margaux 2009  12 / 750 ml 11.80% Negociant

Château Margaux 2015  6 / 750 ml 8.70% Negociant

Château Margaux 2000  12 / 750 ml 13.91% Negociant

https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1822911
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1822911
https://vint.co/

